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A full two-body shell-model calculation has been used to estimate the pion-exchange contribution to the
u decay of the 0+, T = 1 state of 6Li. For a neutral-current-induced
weak pion amplitude
parity-violating
eV.
equal to the "best" value given by Desplanques, Donoghue, and Holstein, the o. width is 1.3&10
There is no contribution in lowest order from the intrinsic parity impurity in the u particle, but there is a
small contribution from the deuteron.

NUCLEAR STRUCTURE 6Li. Calculation of parity-violating

Purely hadronic parity violation is experimentally well established'
of
and, as exemplified by the recent work
Desplanques, Donoghue, and Holstein (DDH), is becoming
theoretically tractable. In an isospin decomposition of the
effective parity-violating
force, the AT =1 component has
received special interest because it is sensitive to the neutral
current. Finding experimental evidence for this component,
however, has proven to be exceptionally difficult. Recently
that measurements
in ' F and
it has been observed"
'Ne can be resolved into isoscalar and isovector components in good accord with the "best" values for the coupling constants given by DDH. The nuclear-model calculations for 'Ne, in particular, are rather difficult, and the
desirability of observing AT=1 parity violation in isolation
has long been recognized. Only three cases have appeared
to satisfy the twin constraints of experimental feasibility and
theoretical tractability, namely, the capture of polarized neuT=0
trons by protons, mixing between the lowest
and 2+, T = 1 states in B, and mixing between the lowest
T =0 and 0+, T =1 states in ' F. In this Brief Report
we present a calculation for a fourth case, the parityforbidden cx decay of the 0+, T = 1 state at 3.56 MeV in Li.
A decay energy of 2.08 MeV is available for the 0+, T = 1
state to break up into a deuteron (d) and an n particle, but
because the deuteron spin is 1, the relative orbital angular
momentum of a-d must also be 1 to conserve total angular
This requires a parity impurity in the deumomentum.
teron, the n, or Li (3.56). The 'Li case is unusual in that
the parity mixing does not occur between two close-lying
T =0 states occur at low
states of opposite parity —no
excitation in the nucleus. Thus there is no reason to expect
that impurities in the d or n-wave functions will be any less
important, and it is essential to examine their contribution
with regard to both magnitude and phase. Our strategy is to
use the six-nucleon shell model both for Li and for the
separated o. -d system. In the latter case, the wave function
of relative motion will not, of course, be realistic, but aneffects between the clusters are automatitisymmetrization
addresses the
and the unified treatment
cally included,
problem of relative phases. To obtain a quantitative result
wherein relative motion is realistically described, we make
normalized
use of a reduced width and an experimentally
penetrability.
Li wave function (henceforth we omit
The regular-parity
explicit reference to the 0+, T = 1 state) is taken to be con-
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o. decay

of 0+, T = 1 state.

tained entirely in thhe Os' basis. Action of the parityviolating force can promote core nucleons into the Op shell
or valence nucleons into the 1sOd shell, but we neglect 3-hen
excitations. The o. particle is analogously described. The
deuteron is taken to have an internal wave function of the
form
Id&

=nl00&

PIlO&+yl02. -&+ BIO&&

where the quantum numbers are nl, the principal and orbital
Since the weak
numbers of internal motion.
quantum
nucleon-nucleon pion-exchange potential' is diagonal in total spin S, all components
(including the parity-irregular
part) have S = 1.
To transform from the n-d system to the six-nucleon system, we make use of the Moshinsky brackets. The quantum numbers of relative a-d motion are WL. As we have
remarked, L = 1 is required by angular momentum conser2 are excluded by the requirevation, and values of W
ment that the Moshinsky energy index p not exceed three
in the space we have chosen. We introduce a mixing angle
0 such that the N =0 amplitude is proportional to sin0 and
the N = 1 amplitude is proportional to cos0.
Parity-violating excitation of the o. particle plays, at most,
a minor role. That may be seen by considering the two
principal components of the Li wave function,
(Os~/z)
(Opz/2)'& and
(0»/z) (Opgz) ) . inasmuch as the force
under consideration is a scalar, the allowed core excitation is
only into the Op~~2 orbit. This is permissible for the first
onto a
but projecting
component,
Opy20s ~g2 nucleons
obdeuteron leaves a spin-1 negative-parity
regular-parity
ject, which is not an irregular-parity o. particle. On the other hand, one could construct a regular-parity deuteron from
n parOp~l20s~~2 nucleons and leave a spin-0 irregular-parity
ticle, but in the six-nucleon system the required core excitation is Pauli blocked. Thus 1-h~ excitations of the core,
although possible in both Li and the o. particle, play no role
in enabling the decay.
and the apPerforming the Moshinsky transformation
propriate LS — recoupling, we find the following wave
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functions:
lnd&

(

Li

&

= +& IOpz/20dz/2& + & IOpi/zls1/2&
—Jlj35 sinful(Opz/z)'& + J2/35 sine I(op i/z)'&
= a (Op z/z ) + b (Op ) ) + c 10p 3/20d3/2&
+ d Op i/z» t/z&,
[
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where

The primes indicate that core contributions are to be included. It may appear that the results might be excessively
sensitive to the choice of the oscillator energy f~, but, in
fact, the matrix elements themselves are approximately proportional to hew, as was pointed out by Michel' in 1964 for
a- p forces. One is thus relatively insensitive to the details
of where the 1-tee strength is located in Li, because the
parity impurity induced in the 0+, T =1 state is largely independent of the single-particle energies. There may be, of
course, some sensitivity to the residual interaction (which,
wave functions, we
apart from using configuration-mixed
neglect), but even this is attenuated by the preservation of
the center of gravity of the independent-particle
states.
Similarly, the parity-irregular
amplitude 5 in the deuteron
can be evaluated:

= —J2 0.236y sinO —J2 0.408n cost/+ J2 0.527/3 sin//,
=
B —J2 0.527y sin(I+ J2 0.456ncosg+ J2 0. 118P sin(/ .
A

The reduced amplitude for the parity-forbidden decay is the
overlap of these two wave functions:
X.d=+Ac+ Bd —JI/35a sin/I+ J2/35b sin(/ .
The minor-component amplitudes c and d can be evaluated by perturbation theory:
+ &0

P3 2/0

d3 2/1

I Pv (0P3/z) )
I

+ 6 &0P 3/20d3/21
&

&
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Here no core
The matrix
pling because
this scheme.
trix elements
the inclusion
damping
1

Pv
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PV I

I
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I

= A J2/3 (ptg)
—A 41/3((P3/2)
&

I
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contributions are to be included.
elements have been evaluated in — coua set of codes had previously been written in
One- and two-body contributions to the mahave been calculated for Ace= 14 MeV, with
of short-range correlations in the form of a

j j

factor"

—(1 —0.68r ) exp( —l. 1 r')

in the radial matrix elements.

With

—3.93b,
10 d = —0.79a —7.06b,
1088 = (4.81A —1.36B)csc/I

f

= 12, the

results are

108c = 10.09a

.

I

I'rvlp&gist/q)
I

IP

= 0.958,

b

= 0.283,

o.

= 0.964,

]8

= 0.0,

y

Xg =

"

"

=

c=7.2x 10 'f
= —2, 3x10 f
g = —4.3 x 10-'f
d

2/)

(a —y )0.707 .
= 2 penetrabilities

"

from Sharp, Gove, and Paul,
Taking L
we find the ratio of penetrabilities
for the 2+, 4. 31-MeV
state [(I = 1700 + 200 keV (Ref'. 16)] to the 3+, 2. 185-MeV
state [I = 24 keV (Ref. 16)] is 31, while the actual width ratio is 70 + 9. The difference is perhaps indicative of the uncertainties involved in this approach.
However, there is
that the 3+ state has a large parentage in
good evidence'
o. +d, about 85%, whereas the 2+ state is wide and poorly
characterized. In light of the 3+ data, we write

r =r 34

= 0.265,

the Li parameters being the result of a calculation by Vergados, and the deuteron parameters being chosen to give a
7% D-state probability. In order to determine the mixing
angle 0, we performed a distorted-wave calculation for the
relative motion of o. -d clusters having the appropriate enerThe McIntyregy (2.08 MeV in the center of mass).
Haeberli potential,
which reproduces the o. -d phase shifts
accurately, was used. The overlap between the continuum
wave function thus generated and the harmonic oscillator
wave functions suggested that (for A m = 14 MeV) 9
215 .
For the parameters chosen,

/Its

2

To relate the reduced width to the actual width I d we
make a comparison with the known widths of the 3+ and
2+ states of Li. The reduced widths of these states in the
model we use here are both given by

Typical values for the coefficients are

a

Pl

VI

X

d
2

2

where PL is the L-wave penetrability.
found to be 68. Then

f

With
I

The ratio P~/Pq is

d=9. 26x10 "f eV .
= 12, as suggested by DDH,

d=1.3x10

eV

.

We have investigated the sensitivity of this result to various reasonable changes in input parameters. Reducing bee
from 14 to 1 1 MeV does modify the results through the
mixing angle t) (which is reduced to 197' ), and leads to an
increase in I d of about 33%. Adding a 20% amplitude of
110) state in the deuteron (at the expense of the 100) component) decreases I d by 21%. Reducing the D-state amplitude to zero has a substantial effect, decreasing I d by 47%.
Reducing the (Op]~2)' amplitude in Li to zero decreases I

31%.

and

g d —3.72x 10

f

Despite the unorthodox method of calculation, the value for
5 is in reasonable agreement with P~ amplitudes calculated
by others [interaction (12a) of Lassey and McKellar' corresponds roughly to the DDH "best value" and yields

181=4.1 x Io

'].

It may be useful to summarize the salient features of this
calculation.
force has been
Only the weak pion-exchange
considered, but similar techniques could be used in a treatment including vector rnesons. While the deuteron and o. particle parity impurities are found not to contribute greatly
to the width, there are no significant cancellations in the Li
impurity. We therefore expect that vector meson contributions will be minor provided
is not too small. A shell-

f
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model calculation has been used to estimate the parity admixture in the 0+, T =1 state, and there are the usual apharmonic oscillator
proximations inherent in the method —
wave functions, single-particle energies, and truncation of
the basis. We have used an empirical technique to normalize the reduced width, but we are encouraged by the success
of o. -d cluster models in other applications to Li.
Measurement of such a small width is a formidable experimental challenge, but a width two orders of magnitude
smaller has successfully been measured'
in ' O. Consider-
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